A simple, realistic model is developed to take into account kinematic effects on laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) measurements in crossed beam reactive scattering experiments. The conversion factor from nascent populations to measured densities (which are proportional to the LIF intensity) is calculated for several cases of practical interest. The density-flux transformation proposed by Zare and coworkers arises from the model as a limiting case. Results concerning the C + NO CN + O reaction, studied in a pulsed crossed supersonic beam experiment, are also included. Calculations carried out under various conditions emphasize the dramatic importance of beam collimation and pulse duration on detection efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
An unmatched advantage of reactive collision experiments performed with crossed molecular beams is that nascent products are analyzed, with their initial internal quantum states and also the magnitude and direction of their recoil velocity vector. The last feature can, however, And GRECO 87 (CNRS) "Dynamique des R6actions Mol6culaires." become puzzling when the laser-induced fluorescence technique is performed at the crossing point, in order to perform internal energy state analysis and deduce state-to-state cross-sections and rate constants. Products in different internal energy states expand in space at different laboratory velocities, V-,b, and the densities, which are measured by LIF, do not actually correspond to product fluxes. Clearly, products recoiling at low laboratory velocities are detected more efficiently than those recoiling at high laboratory velocities.
The problem is not acute for reactions releasing little energy because all products recoil with 1ab vectors not very different from the center of mass velocity vector, Vm. A similar situation imposed by the conservation of linear momentum occurs for very exoergic reactions of the type H + H'L (heavy + heavy-light)-. HH' + L.a'2 In other situations angular distributions should be considered.
Up to now the only manner to tackle the problem was to perform the density-flux (DF) transformation introduced by Zare and coworkers 2 in the early LIF crossed-beam experiments. However, systematic use of this DF transformation is not always correct. A steady state has to be reached and this requirement is not necessarily fulfilled, especially with pulsed molecular beams of narrow temporal width. Moreover, the laser beam section, relative to the reaction zone, can be of great importance if molecules produced outside the irradiated volume and scattered into it also contribute to the signal. The latter holds in most experiments and in that case product densities in the irradiated volume are dependent on the outcome of reactive collisions happening outside. In this paper we develop a simple realistic model to evaluate the conversion function from nascent populations to measured densities (NPMD) defined by the spatial and temporal overlap of the molecular beams. This model is applied to our experiments dealing with the pulsed crossed supersonic molecular beam study of C + NO --CN + O reaction. Before developing the model, it is worth noting that the present paper does not deal with basic LIF processes, such as polarization or saturation effects, since they have been already studied quite extensively. [3] [4] [5] [6] In particular, the problem of multipole orientation may be of crucial importance in LIF measurements: it has been well documented by Greene and Zare, 4 who have specialised the LIF theory for the most commonly occurring experimental geometry, i.e. axially symmetric systems. Saturation of the absorption transition can also significantly alter the appearance of the spectrum" such effects have been reviewed by Altkorn and Zare, 5 whereas a both theoretical and experimental study of coherent saturation has been recently published by Billy et al. 6 In our calculations, all these effects, together with experimental factors, are condensed into a single parameter, B (see below, Eq. 3). When product alignment is negligible, polarization need not be taken into account, and the B parameter can be regarded as constant with respect to orientation effects. In other cases, B may also depend upon product recoil angle. However, this dependence must be considered only in the final step of calculation, namely when integrating over recoil velocity distribution, and therefore has no influence on the main steps of the calculations developed hereafter.
II. THE MODEL
The basic principle of the model is that LIF detection is subject to the constraint that any molecule, produced at time t, anywhere in the space, in a given internal state, and recoiling with a given velocity, will contribute to the signal if, and only if it is present in the detection zone at the probing time. Such a problem cannot be simply solved in the general case, but may be greatly simplified if some assumptions, consistent with cases of practical interest, are made concerning the beam sources and LIF detection. The model is primarily intended to apply to pulsed beam experiments, but may be easily extended to continuous beams (see below).
In both cases, the molecular beams are considered as "ideal." i.e. divergence and velocity spread are neglected. This assumption is quite reasonable for collimated supersonic sources, but can be no longer valid for uncollimated sources, especially if the reaction zone lies in the vicinity of one of the nozzles. Detection is considered to be achieved at a time scale sufficiently short, compared to species time of flight through the detection zone, to ensure that LIF signal processing remain independent of product recoil velocities. The latter condition is generally fulfilled when a pulsed laser, combined with a boxcar integrator, is used for LIF measurement, resulting in a detection time typically much shorter than 1 xs (including laser pulsewidth, and integrator gate aperture delay and duration). Indeed, the present model cannot be applied when a cw laser is used. In that case, the number of system degrees of freedom cannot be reduced, and a more general method must be used. 7
I1.1. Principles
Consider a three atom reaction, A + BC--. AB + C. Let 
[A] and [BC]
be the number densities of A atoms and BC molecules, respectively. The production rate per unit volume of AB molecules in a particular (v,J) internal state with a given velocity vector in the laboratory frame
where"
is a differential reactive cross-section, k' the reactant relative velocity, err the total reactive cross-section, P(v,J) the product rovibrational distributions, and dpv'J(Vlab) the fraction of molecules AB(v,J) produced with a velocity vector lying between Vlab and Vlab + dVlab. The dependences of all these factors upon Vr and reactant internal energy states have been dropped for simplicity. The LIF signal intensity of the corresponding line is proportional to the number of AB molecules in the (v,J) state, N{AB(v,J)}, present in the probed volume, AV0, at the probing time, considered hereafter as the origin of time, and taken at the end of probe laser pulse"
where B includes all factors defined in the Breit formula, such as detection quantum yield, together with absorption and emission transition probabilities. In case of saturation, absorption line strengths need not be considered, if the strengths of all the transitions composing the spectrum are approximately the same. 5 Signal intensity can thus be obtained by integration over time and space of the production rate (Eq. 1) with the condition, referred to as detection constraint in the following, that any molecule, produced in the dr volume element at the point M(x,y,z,t) with velocity Vlab, will contribute to the signal if it is present at the crossing point, O, at the probing time, 0:
Kinematics
At this point, we must define the collision kinematics for a crossed beam experiment. For simplicity, the two beams will be assumed to cross at right angles, as it is the most frequent configuration. The kinematics are shown in Figure 1 . Symbols and notations used hereafter are defined in Table I . The projection of the product recoil velocity vector, 1ab, in the laboratory frame is: v w sin ), + w-sin , + w, cos , Vy w2 cos -w-cos , + w, sin ),
Vz WZ where the w} stand for the velocity components in the center of mass (cm) frame, and sin ' V2/Vr. 
Conservation of linear momentum gives: w' (2/' rans)l/2/m (6) where 'rans 1/2 /Z'V 2 is the product translational energy in the cm frame. Energy balance can be expressed as:
'trans-A60 + 6int(A) + 6int(nc) 6rans + 'nt(mn) + 6nt(C) (7) where 6trans 1//2/V2r is the reactant relative translational energy, Ae0 the energy difference between zero-point levels of products and reactants (>0 when endoergic) and 'int and '[nt the internal energies of reactants and products, respectively; for the probed molecule, 6/nt(mB) G(v) + F(J). Notice that, in the three atom case, the number of the second (atomic) product internal states, which can be populated by the reaction, is restricted. When excited levels can be reached, conversion factors can be calculated separately for each level, then combined, properly weighted, to obtain the final result. We shall therefore assume in the following a constant internal energy for the second product. For an outcoming AB(v,J) molecule, the energy available for product translation, 'rans, is thus uniquely determined by (Eq. 7). The product recoil velocity, as defined by (Eq. 6), is also uniquely determined. In four atom reactions, this is no longer the case. The distribution over w', depending upon internal state energy partitioning of the second diatomic product, must be considered.
Beam density modeling
The next step in the calculation is to model the beam densities. As our primary goal was to analyse our own results from a pulsed beam experiment, we shall model pulsed beam densities. Continuous beams can be treated as a particular case of pulsed beams with infinite pulse duration.
The simplest realistic shape, defined and continuous in all space, is a gaussian function. Both radial and longitudinal gaussian profiles will therefore be considered. Let ri and qi be the radial and longitudinal coordinates, respectively. The density is expressed as: ni ni exp (-air]i) exp (-bi(qi-1;i02} (8) where n7 is the maximum density, ai 4 ln2/, if di is the beam diameter full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), bi 4 In 2/(viAti)2, Ati is the pulse duration FWHM, and (qi -vit) the distance to the maximum.
In the following, we neglect beam divergence and velocity spread (see above). Each beam is then completely described with only two parameters, ai and bi.
Let the origin, O, lie at the crossing point. If one assumes the beam density to be maximum at O and at the probing time, 0, (Eq. 8) can be written as follows:
[BC] nl n exp {-al(
Integration
We can now re-write integral (4), using (Eqs 1, 2 and 9):
where: I= (nn) -1 f_o dt I dv nlnz -t aspace (11) and -to is a time integration limit discussed later. The integral over space must be carried out with the detection constraint, which can be expressed as:
x vxt + 6x y= Vyt + Oy
where dix, diy and 6z allow for the contribution of molecules produced within a volume equal to A V0 and centred at point M(vxt, Vyt, Vzt).
Let us introduce the detection constraint in the density expressions (Eq. 9). Integral (11) becomes:
where the terms independent of position coordinates, after vj expansion according to (Eq. 5), have been grouped in X (X expansion is given in Appendix). The integrals over position coordinates, I[, can be written:
when assuming, to allow for an easy variable separation, the probed volume to be a right-angle parallelepiped (A V0 Ax Ay Az), and the detection yield to be constant; stands for x, y or z, and o:t and fit parameters are defined as follows:
Ogx al -+-b2
Ogy a2 -+bl oG al + a2 (5) x 2(oxVx-b2v2) fly 2(OyVy-blVl) [3z 2oVz.
Before calculating 1 in the general case, we shall first consider limiting cases of practical interest" 11.4.1. The probed volume is small compared to the beam crossing volume In this case, AI << di (for x, y or z, and 1 or 2) and therefore OI(AI/2) 2 << 1, so exp {--a'/(dil)2} 1 and exp {-fltt(6l)} 1 fllt(tl).
Integrals 14 can thus be simplified" The integration limit, to, is introduced here to allow for experimental limitations, i.e." molecules produced at too long a time before probing are pumped off, and therefore can no longer contribute to the signal. Such effects generally occur at a much larger time scale than reactive events, especially for pulsed beam experiments. In this case, to >> X -1/2 '> erf {xl/2to} ---> 1, giving:
For continuous beams, this assumption no longer holds. Furthermore, X 0 when Vab 0. In the latter case integral becomes I A Voto, and a definite to value ensures I to be definite. However, a simple way to take such experimental limitations into account is to model continuous beams as "pulsed" beams of duration to, taken as the mean time between collisions, which may be evaluated from measurement of attenuation of one beam by the other one.
II.4.2. The probed volume is large compared to the beam crossing volume
In this case, all molecules can be regarded as produced at the origin. The detection constraint is then expressed by:
where ro (Ax/2, Ay/2, Az/2). Considering that, for x and y 0, exp {2blVlyt} exp {2bEVEXt} 1, integral (11) 
In this case, the LIF intensity of a line is simply proportional to the nascent population of the corresponding level divided by the recoil velocity in the laboratory frame, 1ab. This is the DF transformation proposed by Zare and coworkers. 2 For short pulses, (i.e. for "1/2 to >> 1=> erf {"1/2 to} -1), Iis given by:
where (At) 1/2(;7/") 1/2 stands for the effective beam pulse duration. In that case, the intensity is no longer dependent on recoil velocity, but rather simply proportional to the rovibrational popu- 
For small ut values, erf (ut1/2) --* 2(Ul/)1/2; integral (30) becomes: I 1/2AV* (t'/X)l/Z'g -3/2 (O{xOgyOgz)l/2Ago (31) which indeed yields the same expression as found in previous section (II.4.1) if one introduces the definition of AV* (Eq. 21).
Recoil velocity distribution
The final step of calculation is to integrate over product recoil velocity distribution, dpv'J(Vlab) 
The NPMD conversion factor (from nascent population to measured densities) is finally obtained by further integration over the product recoil angle (in the cm flame) distribution:
The LIF intensity of the line(s) corresponding to AB molecules produced in the (v,J) state (Eq. 10) is simply:
III. APPLICATION TO THE C + NO ---> CN + O REACTION
We shall now present some results dealing with the C + NO reaction, studied in a pulsed crossed supersonic molecular beam experiment. These experiments were described elsewhere. 8'9 Briefly, both beams were produced using pulsed nozzles, carbon atoms being obtained by laser vaporisation of graphite, using argon as a carrier gas. En route to a study of the dynamics of this reaction, 1 LIF spectra of CN product (B2E / X2Z / transition) were recorded under various conditions. In particular, when introducing collimators on the beams, the fluorescence intensity was dramatically lowered, more than expected from the beam density decrease. This discrepancy was thought to result from some "geometrical" aspects, i.e. when reducing the beam crossing volume one also reduced the number of product molecules detected in the probed volume.
We have thus applied our model to C + NO collisions at 0.06 eV relative translational energy. The corresponding Newton diagram is shown in Figure 2 These results may be interpreted by considering the Newton diagram ( Figure 2 ). Consider a path along which the product of reactant densities would remain almost maximum: concentration of species produced along this path would be maximum, in the probed volume, provided velocities are not too different, i.e. product and reactants moving "in phase". In case of reactant beams of equal diameters, and equal pulse durations, such a path lies along the resultant Vc + Vyo; if one beam (e.g. the carbon beam) is much shorter than the other one, the "maximum" path will tend to align along the direction of this beam (Vc). This is consistent with results of calculations carried out for equal diameters (dl d2 50 mm). For equal beam pulse durations (At1 At2 35/s), a maximum is found at 0 0, K 70, i.e. Vab close to the resultant Vc + Vro (see Figure 2 ), whereas shortening C beam duration down to At2 5/s results in a maximum at 0 0, K 63, i.e. Vlb close cases: the carbon beam (At2 20 #s) is somewhat shorter than the NO beam (At1 35 #s). Results obtained for uncollimated beams (cf. Figure 3a ) are therewith consistent, yielding a maximum for 0 0, K It is worth noting that a maximum in detection efficiency could be expected for molecules produced with a low velocity in the laboratory frame. In the example of Figure 2 , this may occur for CN produced in the v 1, K 66 state, and scattered at 0 60 , in the plane of the beams (q 180). As, for a given 0, scattering is equally probable at any q angle, a maximum will not necessarily arise from this particular situation, with the exception of continuous beam experiments, where accumulation of low velocity products in the probed volume may occur (see above).
Effects due to the shorter pulse duration of one beam (here the carbon beam) can be counterbalanced by collimating the "longer" one (NO). Furthermore, under severe collimation conditions (cf. Figure  3b ), detection is more efficient for species scattered backward, rather than forward, with a maximum close to excitation limit (K 69), Vlab lying almost along Vqo: enhancement then occurs along that direction since the carbon beam is much larger than the NO beam.
When the beams are equally collimated (cf Figure 4a) , the situation is similar to the uncollimated case, apart from the dramatic decrease in detection efficiency.
The last case explored (Figure 4b ), with 5 mm and 10 mm collimators on the NO and C beams, respectively, shows that both effects (i.e. shorter C pulse duration and narrower NO beam) can be balanced, resulting in a detection efficiency almost independent of the recoil direction.
Followin theoretical calculations 11 in favour of a "rebound" type mechanism, the angular distribution has been assumed to be mainly "backward" (0 :r), and simply modelled by a sin 2 (0/2) function. Conversion factors, Y(v,J), are obtained by integration over this distribution ( Figure 5 ). Relative intensities of CN(B-X) (0-1) bandhead can then be determined from reactant beam densities under various conditions ( Table 2 ). The results are in good agreement with experimental values.
CONCLUSION
The model provides a convenient way to take into account experimental conditions when relating nascent populations to LIF intensities. It points out the dependence of LIF detection on experimental factors, latter factor, in particular, has been shown to be of crucial importance, especially when collimators of different diameters are used, which may result in a high anisotropy in detection efficiency with respect to product recoil direction.
A more useful form for calculation can be obtained for X by introducing the w'j expressions given in Table I . Let s w'/Vr; it comes: X Ao + Axs cos 0 + A ys sin 0 + Axvs 2 sin 0 cos 0 cos tp... + Ax2S 2 cos20 + A y2s 2 sinE0 cosEtp + AzEs 2 sinE0 sinEtp (A3)
